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1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to obtain high perforrnancc of active noise control in wide area， it is 
necessary to design ANC system to have a number of secondary sources. Howevcr， 
it is not easy to design an rnulti-channel adaptive ANC system having rnulti-channel 
adaptive algorithrn and then it causes high cost of developing the system. In this 
paper，自rst the equivalence of multi-channel adaptive filter and the superposition 
of single adaptive filters is theoretically notcd. Secondヲthis principle is confirmed 
cxperimentally. Based on this principle， multi-channel A;-.JC system only needs 
multiple single channel ANC system. It would help us to ease development ANC 
system and to implement flcxible Al\C system. 

2. THEORY 

Fig.1: Adaptive filter Fig.2: Adaptive filter with two errors 

According to the steep回t desccnt method for an adaptive filter as shown in Fig.1， 
the updated value of the tap-weight vector at time i + 1 is computed using the 
recursive relation as 
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h�+l = h� +μE[e1U] = h� +μム[， 、‘.，，，噌EA，sa‘、
whereμis thc convergence coeffìcient and �l is t目he gradient vector. 
Suppose a twcトchal1Ilel adaptive filtcr as ShO\\'Il in Fig.2 which minimise the error 

critcrion J12 = E[A1d + A2e�]. The algorithm of thc adaptive fìlter ，市h two errors 
can be written出
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h�2 +μム12，
Al�l + A2ム2・

(2) 
(3) 

Now note .112 can be rewritteIl as 

J12=AIEleb+A2Elea- (4) 

Comparing Eq.3 with Eq.4，もhe linearity of the gradient vectorム12 with respect 
to the error criterion JJ2 can be found. That is， the adaptive filter with two errors is 
expressed as the sum of two independent single adaptive filters as shown in Fig.3 [1]. 
This linearity indicates the superposition principle with rcspect to the multichannel 
adaptive filter. Thus， the multi-channel adaptive filtcr with any number of error 
sensors can be笛sembled by multiple single channel創ters [1]. 

Fig.3 Superposition of two independent adaptive filters 

It is evident that othcr algorithm based 011 the steepest desccnt， sueh as RL
S，LMS and Filtered-x LMS algorithm have thosc linearities. Then， it wil1 ensure the 
superposition principle of the adaptivc filter using these algorithm. 

3. APPLICATION TO ANC SY STE:M 

The superposition principle of the multi-channel adaptive filter can be applied to 
an ANC system. For example， consider an ANC system with two error sensors as 
shown in Fig.4. 
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To update thc filter coefficients of this system， as the simplest algorithm: the 
multiple-e付or LMS algorithm[2] is often used. The update equation is given by 

hi+l 
= hi +μ(Clml + e2m2)U. (5) 

Here， cOJlsidering the .superposition principle with respect to the filter coefficients 
mentioned above， ，ve can divide the A�C system into two part.s as shown in Fig.5 

m，. 

m2・.
e2 

Fig.4: A�C system with two error 
sensors 

ml. 
e， 
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Fig.5: Division of ANC system 

In this case， each system， which has one error sensor， exccutes the filtered-x LMS 
algorithm independently. The llpdate equations are given by 

ht+1 = h; +μelmlu， 
h�+1 = h; +μe2m2U. (6) 

Gencrally speaking， a multichannel ANC systcm with L noise sensors，λ1 sec・
ondary sources and N error scnsors ([L， 1\1， N] systcm) can be divided into L x 1\.1 x N 
modules， which consist of a noise sensor， a secondary source， an error sensor and 
a single-channel adaptive filter. In this way， parallel-distributed processing for the 
multichannel ANC system is realized. 

4. EXPERHvlENT 

A [1，4，3] A�C system wぉrealized using 12 modules. As shown i泊n Fi培g.β6， 4 se舵c
onda訂ry SOllrces and 3 error sensors羽wer児e located in a room wi比th a r陀ev刊er巾be訂ratぬn timc 
Oぱf 0.2おs and a v刊olume of about 6“4m3. Error sensors were located at the corners of 
an equilateral triangle with side length of 30cm. Secondary sources were located 
60cm from the center of the crror sensors every 45 degrees. As a noisc source， a 
loudspeaker was locatcd 1.8m from the ccntcr of the error sensors and a band noise 
of 50・1kHz w笛radiated. After measurement of the transfer functions bctween the 
secondary sourccs and the error sensors， each module executed the adaptation al
gorithm simultaneously. The averaged sound pressure levcls of the 3 error sensors 
before and after adaptation are shown in Fig.7. An e百ectiveness of 15dB is obtained 
over t目he entire frequeney range. 

The effcetiveness of averaged S.P.L at the center of the error sensors is shown 
in Fig.8. As thc measurement point is moved away from the error sensors， the 
cffectiveness at frequencies more than 500Hz decreases. At frequencies below 500Hz， 
howevcr，もhe effectiveness of nearly 20dB is observed [3]. 
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3. CO�CLUSIO:.'-i 

The linearity ofthc gradient vector in a multichannel adaptive filtcr with respecも to
the crror criterion wcre noted. These lincarity ensure that a multichannel adaptive 
filter can bc divided into singlc-channel adaptive filtcrs. Based on this principle， 
we can assemble any number of multichannel ANC system using multiple single 
channcl AXC systems. It would e部e to dcsign the multichannel ANC system and 
mass-production of the single channel ANC systcm would reduce the cost of thc 
large scale A1'\ C system. 
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Fig.7: Averaged S.P.L of 3 error 
sensors 
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Fig.8: Effectiveness at the ccnter 
of the error sensors 
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